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Minutes 
National TYCA Executive Committee Meeting 

2001 CCCC Convention 
 

Tuesday, March 13, 2001 
Saturday, March 17, 2001 

 
Adams Mark Hotel, Director’s Room I 

Denver, CO 
 
 

Attendance:  Georgia Newman, Chair; Frank Madden, Associate Chair; Judith Wooten, 
Past Chair; T.Ella Strother, Secretary; Howard Tinberg, TETYC Editor; Lois Powers, 
TYCA archivist; 
Linda Houston, TYCA-Midwest; Sheldon Wrice, TYCA Midwest Chair (Saturday); 
Stasia Callan, TYCA-Northeast; Judy Angona, TYCA-Northeast Chair (Saturday); Janice 
Albert, TYCA-Pacific Coast; Sterling Warner, TYCA-Pacific Coast Chair; Sharon 
Mitchler, TYCA-Pacific Northwest; Linda Isles Jones, TYCA-Southeast; Gwen 
Gresham, TYCA-Southwest; Michael  Berberich, TYCA-Southwest Chair (Saturday); 
John Paddison, TYCA-West; Carol Hammond, TYCA-West Chair; Mike Matthews, 
College Forum Rep; Jody Millward, CCCC Liaison; Paul Bodmer, NCTE Associate 
Executive Director; Kent Williamson, NCTE Executive Director; Tara Samander, NCTE 
Staff. 
 
I. Call to order - Georgia Newman called the meeting to order, and members 
introduced themselves.   
 
II. Approval of Agenda 

Motion 01.1 (Newman/Callan) approved to adopt the agenda. 
 

III.         Approval of Minutes 
Motion 01.2 (Strother) approved with two revisions:  

• delete sentence, (Bill Subick distributed a budget for TYCA retreat.)  
• reflect that “Ben Wiley noted that TYCA needs to be sensitive to 

religious holidays when setting dates for [regional] conferences.” 
IV.         Announcements 

A. African American Autobiography Summer Institute for Teachers of Literature 
brochure was passed out. 

B. Callan raised the issue of moving TYCA meetings so that we don’t miss a 
whole week of classes.  The matter was referred to Madden.  Members should 
direct ideas for creative solutions to him. 

 
V. Reports 

A. NCTE Associate Executive Director for Higher Education, Paul Bodmer, 
submitted a written report (Supplement 1).  The report describes a new 
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thrust in funding sources and types of products/projects, a shift in responsibilities 
of assoc. directors so that they work closely in the field with their respective 
clientele. Motion 01.3 approved to accept report. (Madden/Warner)  
B. College Section—no report, but Newman explained the relationship of TYCA 

to the College Section, to NCTE executive committee, and to the College 
Forum. College Section rotates its chair between a four-year and a two-year 
college member.  Any other two-year college member of the college section 
executive committee must be elected by the entire membership of  College 
Section.  TYCA holds a non-voting, discussant seat on NCTE executive  
committee.  College Forum is comprised of the chairs and elected 
representatives from each of the constituent organizations: CCCC, Conference 
on English Education (CEE), Conference on English Leadership (CEL), 
NCTE EC, and TYCA.  Mike Matthews, serving a three-year term, is the 
current TYCA representative to Forum.  The newly formed College Forum 
will begin work this summer.  Tenure and student success are two issues 
they’ll address. 

C. NCTE Executive Director, Kent Williamson, introduced himself and 
presented the first of two written reports: “Background Data for the TYCA 
EC” (Supplement 2).  Discussion followed regarding how to increase 
membership, do more creative funding, and deliver convenient, needed 
services to members.   The second report, “Report of the NCTE Executive 
Director to CCCC” (Supplement 3), highlighted advocacy initiatives being 
taken by NCTE, including hiring a Washington D.C. lobbyist. 

D. NCTE AND CCCC Program Planning--Frank Madden gave an oral report.  
He will meet with Newman and others to review how, what, and whom 
TYCA serves at these conferences.  Newman explained the differences in 
program proposal selection systems for CCCC and NCTE.  She reminded 
executive committee members to be aware of deadlines and solicit proposals.  
Identified presenters at this year’s CCCC:  Linda Houston, Jay Wootten, 
Stasia Callan, Jody Millward, Sharon Mitchler-chairing, Janice Albert, 
Sterling Warner, Frank Madden, Paul Bodmer, T.Ella Strother, and Georgia 
Newman. 

E. TYCA Nominations—Wootten called for nominations for the next TYCA 
associate chair.  This year’s candidates are Jody Millward and Rod Keller.  
Suggestions for getting more two-year people on CCCC and NCTE 
committees included posting the positions on the web and getting colleges to 
fund and provide released time support.  Newman distributed forms to collect 
information from those who wish her to send a letter about their TYCA 
involvement to generate support from their colleges. 

F. Committee Reports 
1. TYCA Breakfast—Wootten reported for Wrice. Because of postal 

service problems in getting out the advance CCCC program, ticket 
pre-sales were low; tickets will be sold at the booth following the 
opening session. 

2. TYCA Talks/TYCA Walks—Newman reported for Judy Angona.  
John Lovas provided funds from his program budget so that TYCA 
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Talks will have refreshments, including sparkling wine, to celebrate 
special achievements of notable TYCA members. In addition, there 
will be table decorations and a coding system to identify members by 
region.  The program will include regional reps each making a 2-
minute talk, recognition of regional officers and grad students, and 
TYCA executive committee members serving as greeters.  For TYCA 
Walks Newman made arrangements with several restaurants and 
encouraged TYCA executive committee members to host a dinner 
group.  Sign up sheets will be available at the booth. 

3. Outstanding Programs in English—Discussion was tabled until 
Saturday so that EC members could read the material that Lois 
Powers, Award Committee chair, distributed. 

4. Image of Two-Year College—Janice Albert reported that Public Image 
has been allocated a regular program session in the conference 
program.  The TYCA Fame/Shame award has received official 
approval from NCTE EC.  Stasia Callan succeeds Albert as chair of 
this committee.  Newman expressed thanks and appreciation to Albert 
for her service to TYCA. 

5.   TYCA web page—Lois Powers reported frustrations in working with 
the NCTE system: problems updating information, job announcements 
page difficult to access, and links to TYCA cumbersome (Supplement 4).  
She distributed information she plans to add to the site and solicited 
suggestions for additional information. Newman encouraged regional reps 
to investigate the possibility of linking a regional site to the one Powers 
has developed at Fullerton College, CA. 

 
6.  New Committees –Newman introduced a series of ad hoc committees 
to serve for one year (Supplement 5).  Chairs of those committees are as 
follows:  

   Preparation of English Faculty—Sally Fitzgerald, chair 
   Research/Publication—Carol Hansen, chair 

Online Teaching—Being formed. Members raised the issue of 
expanding to include other types of distance learning courses. 

   Nominations and Awards—Nell Ann Picket, chair with 
     committee members: Mark Reynolds, Jay Wooten, Lois Powers,   
     Ben Wiley, and Pearl Saunders. 

CCCC  Ad Hoc Committee on Part time Faculty in Two-Year 
Colleges—Michael Berberich, co-chair 

7. Other Business—Newman introduced the consent agreement 
procedure to expedite meeting business.  The listserv for Regional 
officers has been created to enhance communication among the 
Regionals.   Two bylaws issues were addressed:  Section 4c and e 
require that all members serving on regional committees must be 
members of TYCA, CCCC, and NCTE and that regions must pay dues 
to National TYCA.   
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G. Regional Reports 
1. Pacific Northwest –Sharon Mitchler reported this region is re-

organizing.  2001 conference will be in Centralia, Washington, 
October 12-13 (Supplement 6). 

2. Northeast—Stasia Callan submitted a written report. 2001 conference 
will be in Washington D.C., October 4-6. (Supplement 7). 

3. Southeast—Linda Jones submitted a written report. 2002 conference 
will be in Richmond, Virginia, February 28-March 2. (Supplement 8). 

4. Midwest—Linda Houston (oral report).  2001 conference will be in 
Fort Wayne, IN, October 11, 12, 13. 

5.  West—John Paddison submitted a written report.  2001 conference will    
be in Las Vegas, Nevada, October 4-6. (Supplement 9). 
6.   Southwest—Gwen Greshman submitted a written report.  2001 
conference will be in Little Rock, Arkansas, October 4-6.  (Supplement 10) 
7. Pacific Coast—Sterling Warner (oral report). The web site is up and 

running thanks to Lois Powers.  The organization is working on a 
document regarding online courses.  A conference is being planned. 

H. TETYC—Howard Tinberg submitted a written report (Supplement 11).  He 
reported that the editorial board is set and streamlined.  It includes one 
representative from each region.  Assoc. Executive Director Bodmer asked us 
to consider use, function, and pace of “TYCA to You” and recommended that 
it stay in TETYC. 

 
 
VI.     TYCA Retreat—Bodmer and Newman reported. 

A. Holiday Inn rooms are reserved for Friday and Saturday.  In addition,        
all meals and transportation costs are covered.   
B. Bodmer urged everyone to make travel arrangements as soon as 

possible either directly or through NCTE. 
C. Participants should plan to stay through Sunday morning. 
 

 
 

Saturday’s meeting focused on two issues: Outstanding Programs in English Award and 
the TYCA summer retreat.  Georgia Newman introduced Mike Matthews, the new 
College Forum rep.  A change in TYCA bylaws is needed for the College Forum 
representative to serve officially on the National TYCA executive board. 

 
Outstanding Programs in English (Supplements 12a-d). 
NCTE executive committee has approved the award.  Lois Powers responded to 
several concerns regarding its implementation.  Among them were the following:  

1.  One college competing in separate categories.  Jody Millward was 
concerned that colleges with multiple entries not be privileged in awards 
selection. 
2.  When it can be announced in TETYC. Tinburg said the deadline for the 
September issue is the end of March.  Paul Bodmer’s office will announce 
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the award in each of the journals. TYCA needs to decide whether 
brochures. are feasible.  
3.  Discussion about broadening the technology category to include access 
and evaluation and computer-assisted instruction that is not online 
instruction.  Powers asked that people list suggestions for sub-categories, 
for example, interactive TV. 
4.  Budget:  Bodmer received a positive response from an individual 
willing to underwrite this award.   He encouraged others to donate to 
NCTE for this award. 
5.  The Award:  Powers suggested that someone needs to coordinate 
winners’ appearances on conference programs.   
Discussion of clarity of directions on the application form resulted in 
suggestions to include category check-offs and add the word “Attach” in 
the Directions. 
6. Powers asked each region to explore getting funding for direct mailing 

from TYCA Regionals and/or colleges.  She will use the listserv to 
remind people about this.  Members should also think about how to 
disseminate the information within the regions. 

TYCA Retreat 
Newman gave some background on the status of National TYCA relative to the 
other organizations in NCTE and emphasized that National TYCA needs to 
decide how to position itself within NCTE.  Some possibilities are to become a 
conference (like 4C’s); a section (like elementary); or remain an association.   
 
Wooten explained the implications of each of the possibilities. 
Association:  Constitutionally TYCA is a non-voting member of NCTE executive 
committee. NCTE is reluctant to change its constitution.  TYCA has no budget.  
Membership is based on subscribing to the journal TETYC.  Associations are 
reviewed every three years.  In its present role as an association, TYCA interacts 
with other college constituencies through the College Forum, College Section, 
NCTE EC, and CCCC EC.  As an association, however, TYCA’s relationship to 
these groups is subject to periodic review.   
 
Conference:  There is a big financial responsibility because a conference needs to 
pay for itself.  Even if TYCA attached itself to one of the other conferences, 
meeting costs would still accrue to TYCA. TYCA currently has a good 
relationship with CCCC executive board, four voting members on their executive 
board. 
 
Section:  Being a section would eliminate TYCA’s position and participation in 
the college section.  TYCA may wish to emphasize its commonalities rather than 
its distinctiveness from four-year colleges and universities.  

 
Other concerns are that NCTE may not continue to subsidize TYCA in view of its own 
budget challenges.  TYCA may want to reconsider its dues structure and soliciting 
institutional memberships.  TYCA needs to consider the number of members needed for 
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section status within NCTE.  Another alternative is to investigate the possibility of 
getting a vote NCTE EC while retaining association status. Lastly, NCTE must approve 
any action TYCA takes. 
 
Newman reminded TYCA EC members to be in Urbana for the June TYCA retreat from 
noon Friday to noon Sunday.  Newman has asked Madden to help shape the retreat 
agenda, and Paul Bodmer will facilitate. 
 
The meeting was adjourned. Motion 01.4 (Sterling Warner/Judy Angona) 
 
Submitted by T.Ella Strother, Secretary 
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